
Gifting inspiration from our very own moms! 
Who better to inform a children’s gift guide than those on the front lines? We’ve compiled gift 
ideas by age group based on suggestions from moms like you. We’ll update this on an ongoing 
basis to help simplify gifting during the holiday season and beyond! 

Please note toys and associated age ranges are suggested based on play stages and experiences and opinions of 
mothers from our club. Appropriateness of toys will vary by child and we have included manufacturer age 
recommendations when available for reference. Have ideas that aren’t featured in this guide? Please email 
them to emilypow@gmail.com or nyssagreen@gmail.com.  

Ages Groups & Play Stages Covered: 

 1

Most Highly 
Recommended Toy 
Magna-Tiles were highly 
recommended for          
ages 2-4+  

Most Highly 
Recommended 
Book 
The Little Blue Truck series 
was highly recommended 
for ages 0-3 

Most Highly 
Recommended 
Alternative Gift 
Wenham Museum Passes 
were highly recommended 
for ages 1+/family

SOLITARY PLAY 
Children choose to 
play on their own

0-2

SPECTATOR & 
PARALLEL PLAY 

Children will 
observe others or 
play next to each 

other without 
sharing the same 

activity

2-3

ASSOCIATE PLAY 
Children will be 

playing the same 
game or activity but 
will not be working 
together or making 

connections with 
peers

3-4
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COOPERATIVE 
PLAY 

Children learn to 
play with their peers 

and start to use 
social skills to 

interact with their 
friends

FUN FOR ALL! 
A broad range of 

alternative ideas and 
activities spanning all 

ages and stages!

4-6 All 
Ages

mailto:emilypow@gmail.com
mailto:nyssagreen@gmail.com


Ages 0-2 (Solitary Play): Toy Ideas 
Toy Description Sample 

Price

Fisher-Price  
Kick And Play  
Piano Gym

Music plays when baby kicks. Movable toys on overhead gym encourage baby to bat and grasp. 
Move the arch down for tummy-time, or let baby sit and entertain you with a piano concert! With a 
removable piano, the musical fun goes wherever you & baby go! Manufacturer age reco Birth+

$25-40.00

Step2 Push  
Around Buggy

While you steer, baby can “start the car” with a key, pretend to drive and honk as the buggy rolls 
smoothly on 4 oversize wheels. A small trunk in the front can hold travel items. The extra-long 
handle is removable and can be stored underneath the buggy. Manufacturer age reco 1.5-3

$40-50.00

Geekper Frog 
Bubble Machine

Bubble machines provide non-stop fun for babies & toddlers alike. They come in many designs and 
sizes. This particular machine is powered by 4 AA batteries and with a powerful motor, is suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use. Manufacturer age reco 3+ unless operated/supervised by parent

$20-40.00

Hape Toaster  
& Accessories

Wooden set includes a toaster, plate, knife, two bread slices, piece of butter and bottle of honey. 
Helps foster imagination, creativity, social competence, physical dexterity and fine-motor skills. 
Manufacturer age reco 3+

$16-25.00

Hape Wooden  
Shopping Cart

Features cloth basket & bottom shelf to load & carry items. Encourages development of 
coordination, balance & physical strength. Durable child safe paint finish & solid wood construction. 
Manufacturer age reco 3+

$50-60.00

BRIO My First  
Railway Beginner  
Pack Train Set

The Railway Beginner Pack is the ideal first set for a playful toddler. Designed to spark creativity and 
help develop hand-eye coordination, it includes a train, rattle train car, ramps (4), a tunnel, curves 
(8), ascending tracks (2) and a connecting track. Manufacturer age reco 18mos+

$40-50.00

Fisher-Price Little  
People Sit and  
Stand Skyway

Children can start out zipping vehicles around the horizontal town, stopping to fill up at the gas 
pump at the bottom. Then a parent can convert it up to a vertical Skyway that stands over 34” tall. 
Now toddlers can place their Wheelies vehicles at the top and watch as the cars zip & zoom their 
way around the spiral ramps all the way to the bottom! Manufacturer age reco 18mos-5yrs

$30-40.00

My First  
Lego DUPLO

Great starter set with a ton of DUPLO bricks for building and rebuilding for creative play. Also 
includes a buildable wagon base with wheels that really turn, 2 opening window elements, a duple 
figure and dog and numbered bricks with corresponding decorated bricks to help your child 
develop their counting skills. Manufacturer age reco 18mos+ 

$25-30.00

Joovy Tricycoo 
Tricycle

Introduce your child to balance and coordination, one step at a time. Initially your child does not 
need to steer, pedal or balance on their own - as you guide them with the parent push handle. Then 
just remove the parent push handle, 'baby surround arms' and fold up the footrest and watch as 
your child pilots their Tricycoo all by themselves. Manufacturer age reco 1.5-44lbs

$70-100.00

VTech Sit-to- 
StandAlphabet  
Train

Teaches letters, numbers, colors, songs, stories & more. Features 13 double-side letter blocks, a 
book with 6 turning pages, 5 colorful number buttons, a movable elephant character, a motion 
sensor, a ride-on carriage and a drop-space for sending the blocks from the train to the carriage. 
You can use alone for floor play, push as a walker, or as a ride-on toy. Manufacturer age reco 1-3yrs

$35-50.00

Melissa & Doug 
Wooden Doorbell 
House

Fun is at the door of this soundly-built wooden doorbell house. Four electronic doorbell sounds, 
four unique locks with matching keys, and four pose-able play people are included with this 
charming cottage. The keys are attached to the house so they won't get lost, and the sturdy handle 
allows this exciting house party to go wherever children go. Manufacturer age reco 3-5yrs

$20-30.00

Fisher-Price  
BeatBo

Press BeatBo’s tummy or feet to activate songs, learning content and dance moves. He even allows 
you to record a phrase, which he’ll remix it into a song. Three modes – Dance ’n Move, Learning & 
Games, & Customized Sing-Along – “grow” with baby. BeatBo introduces baby to letters, colors, 
counting, music, cause & effect and much more. Manufacturer age reco 9mos+

$30-40.00

Munchkin Fishin’ 
Bath Toy

The magnetic fishing hook easily picks up sea creatures (which double as bobbing bath toys). The 
reel even makes fun clicking sounds when turned, giving it a more realistic feel. Great for 
developing hand-eye coordination and teaching cause and effect, too - so your little one falls hook, 
line and sinker for bathtime learning fun. Manufacturer age reco 2yrs+ 

$8-10.00
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Radio Flyer  
Wagon

Make traveling around town more fun with a Radio Flyer! With many different models - including 
those for all-terrain, with rain covers, different seat and fastening options, etc. there is an option for 
every family and price point. Sure to be used for years, this trusted brand is a worthy investment. 
Manufacturer age reco 1yr+

$70-150.00

Fisher-Price Little  
People Animal  
Friends Farm

Children enjoy fun on the farm with fold up barn with doors and gates that play animal sounds and 
music and 8 figures including farmer, animals and hay bale. Pictures in each stall help children 
match animals to their homes. Manufacturer age reco 1-5yrs

$30-45.00

Fisher-Price Little  
People Surprise & 
Sounds Home

Great learning & fine motor activities for toddlers all stored in a fold up house. Alarm clock flips 
people out of bed, sounds like “Rrring!” & “Time to get out of bed, sleepyhead!” Slide bluebird and 
kitty pops up in one window – and weather on the other. Lift the toilet lid to hear it flush (whoosh!) & 
activate other silly sounds, phrases, lights and music. Manufacturer age reco 1-5yrs

$30-40.00

Little People Little 
People Animal 
Rescue

Toddlers see how animals depend on people to care for them. Sensory: Soft tree leaves, bright 
colors & lights, & fun sounds & phrases stimulate senses. Curiosity & Wonder: Toddlers see how 
their actions can make fun things happen. Emotions/Self-Expression: As they rescue & care for 
animals, they learn what it feels like to take care of someone else. Manufacturer age reco 1-5yrs

$30-40.00

Lakeshore Learning 
What’s Inside?  
Soft Feely Box

Soft, machine-washable box is packed with 10 different sensory objects for kids to feel and explore
—like a pretty butterfly with crinkly wings, a cute lion with a corduroy coat, a shiny frog for tots to 
squeak and more. Plus, a big 4" opening on top makes it extra-easy for tots to reach right in and 
feel around! Box is 7”. Manufacturer age reco Birth-4yrs

$50.00

Melissa & Doug 
Locks & Latches  
Boards

Unlock, unlatch, and open the hinged panels and metal hardware on the sturdy wooden board, and 
reveal colorful pictures of familiar things and places beneath. This is also a great toy to use on the 
go, since it has no loose pieces. Builds fine motor and problem-solving skills and hand-eye 
coordination while teaching colors, numbers, animals, and more! Manufacturer age reco 3+

$15-25.00

Lakeshore Learning  
Play-Along 
Baby Band

Five toddler-safe instruments are easy for little hands to jingle, clap, shake & drum. Plus, the 
included CD features 6 upbeat songs that are fun to follow along with—helping little ones build fine 
motor & listening skills…while they develop a lifelong love of music! Plastic instruments include an 
ocean-themed drum, bells, a clip clap, a maraca & a shaker. Manufacturer age reco 1-3yrs

$30.00

Melissa & Doug  
Wooden Puzzles 
(w/ & w/o Sound)

Kids may place the pieces on the puzzle board, but the pieces also stand upright and may be used 
as manipulatives or play pieces in imaginative play. This puzzle encourages hand-eye coordination, 
fine motor skills, visual perception skills, and shape and color identification, as well as imaginative 
play. Manufacturer age reco 2-4yrs

$7-20.00

KidKraft Waterfall  
Mountain Train  
Set and Table

This wide, generous play table is kid-sized, for hours of creative play. It comes with 120 durable play 
pieces that make it ideal for creativity and imaginative play. Features: 3 storage bins, special edges 
to prevent chipping, silk-screened landscaped play board, 1” lip to keep toys on table, solid wood 
train track and plastic accessories. Manufacturer age reco 2-10yrs

$140-175.00

Melissa & Doug  
Keys and Cars  
Rescue Garage

Behind the three doors of this take-along garage are three rescue vehicles ready to roll into action! 
Match and turn the colored keys to unlock the doors, slide the door to open the garage, press the 
buttons to release the ramp, and send the vehicles racing to the rescue! The sturdy metal handle 
may be used to transport this set for fun on the go. Manufacturer age reco 3-6yrs

$25

Tomy Hide & 
Squeak Eggs

Chirp! Chirp! These are not your ordinary eggs you find at the grocery store! Crack open the shells 
to reveal six egg-stra special chicks. Learn shapes by sorting each shell into its own carton spot. Six 
different face/shell combinations included. Press down gently on their heads to hear them cheep! 
Best of all, no batteries are needed. Manufacturer age reco 6mos+

$13-16.00

SmartNoggin  
Nogginstick  
Light Up Rattle

The NogginStik Light Up Rattle encourages baby’s early milestones and guides parents & 
caregivers through activities and interactions that will promote healthy brain development and 
bonding. It lights up to encourage visual tracking, has a soft rattle noise to please the ears, an easy 
to hold handle for mastering grasping and fun textures to delight the sense of touch. The 
NogginStik developmental light-up rattle is baby’s first learning toy! Manufacturer age reco Birth-1yr

$17-20.00

Melissa & Doug 
Water Wow Books

No mess painting for kids! These themed paint-with-water coloring books contain reusable pages 
and a refillable, easy-to-hold pen. Great travel activity book! Manufacturer age reco 18mos+

$8-15.00

Toy Description Sample 
Price
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Ages 0-2: Book Ideas 
Book Description

Giraffes Can’t Dance 
Giles Andreae and Guy Parker-Rees

This bestselling book featuring Gerald the Giraffe is a touching tale about overcoming challenges & achieving your dreams. With 
jaunty rhymes & colorful illustrations.

The Babies & Doggies Book 
John Schindel and Molly Woodward

This board book shows all the similar actions between babies and baby’s best friend! Full-color photographs showcase an array 
of breeds and diverse babies.

Global Babies 
The Global Fund for Children

Meet babies from around the world with the Global Fund for Children’s celebration of diversity and heritage. Full-color 
photographs introduce children to various cultures. 

Animal Kisses 
Barney Saltzberg

A touch-and-feel book featuring an array of animals with fuzzy, sticky mouths just waiting for smooches.

Goodnight Dump Truck 
Adam Gamble and Mark Jasper

Part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series, this book features a variety of construction trucks and machines. 

Little Blue Truck Series 
Alice Schertle and Jill McElmurry

This bestselling series features Little Blue Truck on various adventures, with cheerful rhymes, lively illustrations, teachable 
concepts (i.e., about animals, city life), and important lessons about kindness and working together. 

Little Pea Series 
Amy Krouse Rosenthal and Jen Corace

If Little Pea doesn’t eat all his sweets, there will be no vegetables for dessert! Little Pea (as well as Little Hoot, and Little Oink) are 
sweet, playful picture books that both toddlers and parents enjoy! 

The Mitten 
Alvin Tresselt and Yaroslava

A classic children’s story about a young boy who loses his mitten on a journey in the forest. Beautiful illustrations that captivate 
young children and adults alike. 

Dream Snow 
Eric Carle

Eric Carle’s classic Christmas book about a farmer who settles down for a winters nap. Clever lift-the-flaps, richly colored 
illustrations, and simple text convey the snowy magic of Christmas. 

Sandra Boynton Books 
Sandra Boynton

These short, hilarious books are perfectly suited to toddler tastes, with their small size, few words, cheerful colors, funny jokes, 
and silly animals. 

Usborne Books - “That’s not my” Series 
Fiona Watt

These touchy-feely board books, with simple repetitive texts, tactile patches, and bold illustrations help young children develop 
language and sensory skills. 

Roger Priddy Board Books  
Roger Priddy

Innovative, photographic books for children using simple, attractive elements. These books are specially designed to stimulate 
your child’s imagination and encourage their development and awareness of the world around them. 

Goodnight Moon 
Margaret Wise Brown

In this classic of children's literature, beloved by generations of readers and listeners, the quiet poetry of the words and the 
gentle, lulling illustrations combine to make a perfect book for the end of the day.

Goodnight City 
Adam Gamble and Various Authors

The Good Night boardbook series is a great collectable that’s designed to celebrate special places that young children can easily 
relate to and enjoy with families.

Baby Einstein Board Block Book Set Editors of Publications 
International

Twelve sturdy board books perfect for little hands feature a combination of illustrations and photography to reinforce the lessons 
with real-life examples. Books are housed in a carry case with convenient handle. Educational content includes counting, music, 
alphabet, colors, shapes, animals, and more. 

"Where is baby’s…?” Series 
Karen Katz

This adorable series by Karen Katz features bright colors and lift-the-flap interactivity to encourage curiosity and learning.

Boss Baby 
Marla Frazee

A new baby shows everyone who’s really in charge in this hilarious board book. The boss baby is used to getting his way—drinks 
made to order 24/7, a private jet, and meetings around the clock. But when his demands aren’t getting proper responses, he has 
to go to new lengths.

All the World 
Liz Garton Scanlon

This simple, profound, Caldecott Honor story follows family and friends through the course of a day from morning until night, 
affirming the importance of all things great and small in our world, from the tiniest shell on the beach, to the warmth of family 
connections, to the widest sunset sky. 

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom 
Bill Martin Jr and John Archambault

This rollicking alphabet chant has been a children’s favorite for more than twenty years! With sturdy pages and rounded corners, 
this portable edition of an irresistible alphabet romp will delight a new generation of young readers.

Busy Car Book 
Fiona Watt

This simple story and pull-back toy allows children to follow a little car on its charming holiday journey to the seaside through the 
town, along the motorway and across the countryside. With sturdy tracks embedded in the pages, the accompanying pull-back 
car toy runs round the tracks. 

Corduroy 
Don Freeman

A picture book classic, Corduroy is even more popular today then he was when he first came on the scene in 1968. This story of a 
small teddy bear waiting on a department store shelf for a child’s friendship has appealed to young readers generation after 
generation.
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Ages 2-3 (Spectator & Parallel Play) & 3-4 (Associate Play): Toy Ideas 
Toy Description Sample 

Price

Melissa & Doug  
Fold-And-Go Barn

Children will enjoy "down on the farm" fun with this fully assembled, wooden barn. Two-story barn 
is stocked with seven realistic plastic farm animals, a wooden ladder and a folding corral. Chunky 
handles let you take your bit of "country" wherever you go! Manufacturer age reco 3-5yrs

$40-60.00

Black & Decker Jr.  
Tool Box

Features 14 tools and accessories all in a handy tool box. Includes hammer, screw driver, kid safe 
saw, wrench and other assorted tools. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$10-15.00

Fisher-Price Classic  
Record Player 

A favorite Toy for several generations of children! Originally introduced in 1971, this endearing 
classic comes with 5 "playable" records for a total of 10 songs that store conveniently inside the 
Player. Manufacturer age reco 18mos+

$20-40.00

Little Tikes 3'  
Trampoline 

As they burn energy & work out their whole body, kids will develop better fitness, balance, & 
coordination. Designed for indoor use, handlebar for increased stability. Manufacturer age reco 3+

$50-80.00

KidKraft Kids  
Kitchen Playset 

A superb play kitchen for your budding little chef. With bold and bright colors, this will be the 
ultimate play destination in your home. Fun interactive features include: storage with pegs and 
shelves and realistic appliances .Manufacturer age reco 3+

$100-150.00

Melissa & Doug 
Stamp Sets

Wide variety of rubber and wooden stamps offered in various quantities. Most include ink pad as 
well. Great for making homemade greeting cards, decorating notebooks, or serving as an activity at 
a child’s birthday party! Manufacturer age reco 4yrs+

$5-15.00

Melissa & Doug  
Deluxe Standing  
Easel

Children can create art with paint, chalk, pens, crayons, markers, and more, all at one convenient 
station. And when art time is over, parents and caregivers will appreciate the two-sided easel’s easy-
to-clean design. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$50-80.00

Chicco Balance  
Training Bike 

Teach children how to ride a two-wheeled bike with proper balance. Lightweight and sturdy, this 
bike features a height adjustable seat for stability. Puncture-resistant tires, rubber handlebar grips 
and padded seating all add to the rider's comfort and help provide an easy, smooth ride. 
Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$50.00

Micro Mini 
Scooter

The highest rated scooter for children, with smooth gliding wheels, low-to-the-ground deck, safe 
steering and stability. Children steer by using their body weight to lean right and left, intuitively 
learning to lean into a turn, while developing balance and coordination used in many sports. 
Manufacturer age reco 2yrs-44lbs

$80-100.00

Kiddie Woods  
Wooden Toy  
Doctor Kit for Kids

Seven piece wooden set featuring carrying case, stethoscope, doctor’s jacket, blood pressure cuff, 
thermometer, syringe, reflex hammer and otoscope. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$25.00

Matchbox  
Cars

Racing speedsters, heavy duty workhorses, specialty vehicles, and more! This classic toy is available 
in different sets of various quantities. Pick one up for instant fun, at home or on the go! 
Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$10-50.00

Magna-Tiles These popular 3-D Magnetic Building Tiles have been a hit since 1997! Each tile has magnets along 
it's edges. The secret is the unique ability to attract even when the tiles are flipped. Sized just right 
and easy to use, they develop fine motor skills through stacking, making flat patterns, 3-D Shapes, 
and with time, creating complex Magna-Tiles Creations. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$50-120.00

Fisher-PriceThomas  
the Train MINIS  
Twist-n-Turn Stunt  
Train Playset 

Create big adventures for your mini engines with this set! Load Percy into the base of the mine 
shaft, then turn the crank to send him up towards Ulfstead Castle. When he reaches the top, use the 
pivoting castle bridge to choose one of two ramps, send him down the spiral track or watch him 
turn upside down as he speeds along the twisting I-beam! Manufacturer age reco 3-6yrs

$20-30.00
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Elafun Game The Classic Elefun game is back, and better than ever! Now Elefun begins the game with a trumpet 
call, and plays music throughout the game as he blows colorful butterflies out of his 3-foot trunk. 
Players take their nets and race to catch as many butterflies as they can. The player who collects the 
most butterflies wins the game! Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$25-30.00

Rody Horse Playtime fun while building muscle and improving little one’s motor skills! Bouncing strengthens leg 
muscles, while improving arm and grip function as the child holds onto Rody’s ears. Core strength 
builds as the rider moves to balance. This lovable character is available in a multitude of fun colors 
and is compatible with optional add-ons like a rocker or wheelie base. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$30-50.00

Step2 Play and 
Fold Jr. Kids Slide

This perfectly-sized slide is great for your growing toddler. Designed for a safe, smooth climb and 
ride, this slide is also extremely easy to store away and transport. Manufacturer age reco 18mos+

$40-50.00

Fisher-Price Grow-to-Pro  
Junior Basketball

Toddlers start with the Sure Score rim, which guides the ball into the basket and helps build their 
confidence! When kids are ready for more of a challenge, just remove the special rim. Four height 
positions means it grows with little b-ballers & their shooting skills. Manufacturer age reco 18mos+

$40-45.00

Radio Flyer 4-in-1 
Stroll N’ Trike

The ultimate grow-with-me trike with 4 ways to ride. Easily converts from infant trike to steering 
trike, learn-to-ride-trike, & classic trike. Removable wrap around tray, cup holder, adjustable UV 
blocking canopy, & harness for safety. Has wide rear wheels for a quiet ride, removable footrest, & 
rear storage bucket. Parent steer/push handle is removable. Manufacturer age reco 9mos-5yrs

$80-100.00

Leapfrog Fridge  
Phonics

Play with 26 interactive alphabet tiles! Sing along to fun learning songs & explore the world of A to 
Z with colorful letter tiles that talk, sing and teach about the alphabet. Manufacturer age reco 2-5yrs

$15-20.00

Play-Doh Toolin  
Around Playset

Mold, roll, press and cut tons of fun shapes and creations with this tool-themed creativity set. A 
special multi-tool even includes a wrench, saw, knife and more. Includes 7 cans of PLAY-DOH 
compound and 10 tool accessories. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$30-40.00

Lakeshore Learning 
Sounds of Nature 
Instrument Set

Kids can bring the sounds of nature to life with this beautifully detailed instrument set. 5 durable 
percussion instruments—from a bamboo rhythm sticks to a djembe drum—are made from materials 
found in nature & are tons of fun for children to shake, tap & play. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$60.00

Petit Collage  
Floor Puzzle

These 24 piece floor puzzles come in a variety of themes and feature vibrant, detailed and 
engaging artwork. The extra thick and chunky puzzle pieces are perfect for toddlers. Contained in a 
perfect gift-to-go box with a soft cotton rope handle. Manufacturer age reco 3yrs+

$16-20.00

Green Toys 
Tea Set

Talk about green tea! Young hosts can serve up a pot of tea while doing something good for the 
earth. Like all Green Toys products, this Tea Set is made from eco-friendly materials, helping to 
reduce fossil fuel use and CO2 emissions, all in the name of Good Green Fun! Meets FDA specs for 
food contact. Dishwasher safe. Manufacturer age reco 2yrs+

$15-25.00

B. Bristle Block 
Stackadoos

The Bristle Blocks you know and love have been improved with vibrant, modern colors. Chunky, soft 
pieces are easy to connect and allow little hands to build all kinds of unique creatures, buildings, 
and more. They can be combined with other collections as well. Includes 68 pieces, a full booklet 
filled with building ideas, and a storage jar with handle. Manufacturer age reco 2yrs+

$20-30.00

Melissa & Doug 
Extra-Thick 
Cardboard 
Building Blocks

Lightweight yet durable, this 24-piece set features 3 sizes & colors of "bricks" for constructive & 
imaginative play. Kids can work together to build towers as high as possible, then have fun 
knocking them down - or to construct forts for pretend play. Made of extra-thick cardboard, the red 
blocks hold up to 150lbs! They also feature a wipe-clean surface. Manufacturer age reco 2-4yrs

$20-30.00

Toy Description Sample 
Price
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Ages 2-4: Book Ideas 
Book Description

The Bear Snores On Series 
Karma Wilson and Jane Chapman

Beautifully illustrated, fun-to-read books about Bear and his forest friends. Recommended for toddlers as well 
as early readers. 

The Clifford Series 
Norman Bridwell

The classic stories about Clifford the big, red dog, and his human, Emily Elizabeth. Colorful illustrations and 
teachable lessons. Good for toddlers and early readers. 

Big Dog… Little Dog: A Bedtime Story 
P D Eastman

Two dogs who are opposite in every way are also the best of friends. Bold, colorful illustrations appeal and 
emphasize the concepts of size, color, and opposites. 

Mr. Tiger Goes Wild  
Peter Brown

Mr. Tiger lives in a perfectly prim and proper world until he decides to “go wild.” This “it’s okay to be different 
tale,” with its clever, gorgeous illustrations delights readers again and again. 

Do Princesses Wear Hiking Boots?  
Carmela LaVigna Coyle & Mike Gordon

In this rhyming, sweet story, a little girl asks her mother about princesses. Offers a gentle lesson on self-
acceptance with a little “girl power.” 

The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry, and the 
Big Hungry Bear  
Don and Audrey Wood

A children’s classic about a little mouse who worries that the big hungry bear will take his freshly picked, ripe 
red strawberry for himself. 

The Day the Crayons Quit  
Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers

The #1 New York Times Bestseller and Amazon Best Children’s Book of the Year about a box of crayons on 
strike! Vivid, imaginative illustrations, a favorite for children of all ages!

The Feelings Book  
Todd Parr

Amusing figures & vibrant colors mark the lovably goofy books by Todd Parr. Straight forward feelings (i.e. 
lonely, sad, mad) are interspersed with less conventional feelings (“Sometimes I feel like standing on my head”) 
to encourage children to label & express their ever-shifting emotions. 

I Will Love You Anyway 
Mick Inkpen

A heartwarming story of a pug who just can’t seem to do the right thing. Dog is very badly behaved—he 
destroys everything, chases cars, rolls in poo, and won’t stop running away! But when he finds himself lost & 
alone there’s one person he knows he can always count on.

“How do Dinosaurs Say…” Series 
Jane Yolen and Mark Teague

Stories that capture children's rambunctious nature with playful read-aloud verse & wonderfully amusing 
illustrations in this series which is both humorous and instructive.

Busy Town 
Richard Scarry

Join beloved characters for a day in Busy Town. Visit the school, farm, post office, & many more fun, exciting 
places in this classic book that teaches little ones all about what goes on in their very own communities.

Is Your Mama a Llama? 
Deborah Guarino 

With humorous rhymes, six lovable animals help Lloyd the llama discover what kind of animal his mama is.

Make Way for Ducklings 
Robert McCloskey

This brilliantly illustrated tale of Mallards in Boston has won the hearts of generations of readers. Awarded the 
Caldecott Medal for most distinguished American picture book in 1941, it’s since become a favorite of millions.

Fancy Nancy Series 
Jane O'Connor and Robin Glasser

Fancy Nancy books detail the adventures of a spunky little girl who loves to learn “fancy” new words and wear 
“fancy” clothes. The series celebrates individuality and creative expression, all while helping young readers 
develop broader vocabularies.

Llama Llama Series 
Anna Dewdney

These best-selling picture books feature pre-schooler Llama Llama whose adventures 
include bedtime drama, a first day of school, and a sleepover.

Each Peach Pear Plum 
Allan Ahlberg and Janet Ahlberg

Each Peach Pear Plum introduces favorite fairy tale characters, such as Tom Thumb and The Three Bears and, 
with a poem on each page hinting as to what is hiding in the picture, children are encouraged to participate 
and follow the story themselves.

Katy and the Big Snow 
Virginia Lee Burton

An old-fashioned tale about Katy the snowplow and her determination to help in the face of a small town’s 
blizzard that has all the charm and moral wit of the The Little Engine That Could. 

Dragons Love Tacos 
Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri

A New York Times bestseller and deliciously funny tale about new friends and the perfect snack!

Stick Man 
Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler

A charming story about a stick man who gets separated from his family, but with Santa’s help, returns for a 
Christmas miracle. 
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Ages 4-6+ (Cooperative Play - and beyond): Toy Ideas 

 

Toy Description Sample 
Price

LL Bean Sonic 
Snow Tube

Originally designed for use at commercial tubing parks, this tube’s semirigid polyethylene base 
slides exceptionally well and is built for years of heavy-duty use. Manufacturer age reco 5yrs+

$120-150.00

Mancala for Kids The popular game Mancala is now designed exclusively for kids with colorful game pieces of 
elephants, dogs, lions, turtles, rhinos and fish. The wood board game folds in half for portability and 
contains 48 colorful plastic pieces. Manufacturer age reco 6yrs+

$10-20.00

Singing Machine 
Bluetooth Karaoke 
Systems

7-inch LCD screen provides lyrics and timing, and two microphone jacks let two people deliver the 
vocals. This machine comes with an RCA output jack so you can view lyrics on television screens for 
crowd sing-alongs. Manufacturer age reco 5yrs+

$50-100.00

ECR4Kids Multi- 
Drawer Mobile  
Craft Organizer

Fill colored drawer storage with various arts and craft supplies from Amazon, Michael’s or another 
retailer. Include things like a beading drawer, a sticker drawer, a play dough drawer, etc. based on a 
child's age and interests. Manufacturer age reco variable

$40-150.00  
(+ cost of crafting 
materials)

National Geographic  
Bird Watching 
Kids Kit

A gift of fun, creativity and action. Features strong 10x magnification and a wide angle field of view 
binoculars, birdhouse kit for kids with easy to build wood pieces and paint to decorate, bird 
watching book and explorer guide with beautiful photos and easy to read facts for bird 
identification, & take along guide for kids with fun facts & jokes. Manufacturer age reco 5yrs+

$40.00

MasterChef Junior  
Cooking Essentials Set

Cooking kit comes with an apron, cutting board, mixing bowl, measuring cups, measuring spoon, 
spatula, spoon and tongs and features 3 unique recipe cards for all levels of experience, plus 1 
blank recipe card to write your own recipe! Real cooking tools with kid-safe, non-slip silicone grips. 
One of 5 sets to collect. Manufacturer age reco 6yrs+

$40.00

Land of Nod 
A Tee-Pee to 
Call Your Own

Teepees in various patterns with durable cotton canvas and bamboo construction provide children 
with their own place to escape for reading, quiet time or imaginative play. Can be coordinated with 
Teepee Floor Cushions for a comfy finishing touch. Manufacturer age reco 4yrs+

$100-150.00

Creativity for Kids  
Grow 'n Glow Terrarium

Kids assemble, decorate, water & watch their very own miniature eco-system grow! Teaches about 
botany, eco-systems & the life cycle of plants. A great lesson in cause-and-effect, responsible 
stewardship & delayed gratification. After assembly, there are garden and glow-in-the-dark stickers 
to embellish A perfect STEAM activity that mixes art and science. Manufacturer age reco 6yrs+

$10-20.00

Razor A Kick 
Scooter

The model that started the Razor® revolution, the A scooter is a true classic. The lightweight, aircraft-
grade aluminum frame folds for easy storage, & urethane wheels deliver a smooth ride. Adjustable 
handlebars with foam grips accommodate users of varying heights. Manufacturer age reco 5yrs+

$30-50.00

Lakeshore Learning 
Trace-N-Draw 
Projector

Pop in a slide, dim the lights and project amazing, traceable images onto paper! Kids can choose 
from over 80 images—from a bear to a fire truck—then color them in any way they like! 16" plastic 
projector comes complete with 6 slides, a pencil & paper. Projector requires 3 “C” batteries (not 
included). Manufacturer age reco 5yrs+

$25.00

Engino STEM  
Mechanics  
Pulley Drives

Pulley Drives teach how to transfer force with reduced friction, which is the essential part of 
complex machines. Build 8 different models. STEM educational. Includes 10 pages of theories and 
facts! Step-by-step instructions. Manufacturer age reco 8yrs+

$30-50.00

Snap Circuits Junior An exciting, hands-on introduction to electronics, these innovative kits contain color-coded, real 
circuit components that snap together to create working electronic circuits and devices and do-it-
yourself projects that will give your child an entertaining, concrete education on how electronics 
work. Manufacturer age reco 8yrs+

$20-50.00
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Ages 4-6+: Book Ideas 
Book Description

Circus Ship  
Chris Van Dusen

When a circus ship runs aground, the poor animals are left on their own to swim in the chilly waters. Brilliantly illustrated, 
entertaining tale about the bonds of community. 

Frog and Toad 
Arnold Lobel

Celebrate the power of friendship with the beloved Frog & Toad stories. Recommended for Level 2 Readers. 

Giant Jam Sandwich 
John Vernon Lord

The people of Itching Down combat an invasion of wasps, trapping them in a giant jam sandwich in this nonsense tale. 

A Penguin Story 
Antoinette Portis

In this sweet story, a penguin learns that the world is not just black and white but full of colors. Vivid illustrations, for young 
children and early readers alike.  

1001 Things to Spot in the Sea 
Katie Daynes

From the Usborne “1001 Things to Spot” series, teaches about counting & marine life by inviting readers to spot various marine 
related things in detailed illustrations. Facilitates curiosity, concentration, & thinking skills. 

Knuffle Bunny Series  
Mo Willems

This beloved picture-book series about a little girl named Trixie and her special stuffed animal has been described as an 
“emotional tour de force,” with pitch-perfect text and art. Recommended for young readers. 

The Gingerbread Baby 
Jan Brett

A beautifully written and illustrated story of the Gingerbread Man, but with a fun twist! 

The Elephant & Piggie Series 
Mo Willems

Accessible, appealing, and full of authentic emotions about what makes friendships tick, these books are loved by early readers 
and picture-book audiences alike. 

The Magic Tree House Series 
Mary Pope Osborne and Sal Murdocca

Jack and his younger sister, Annie, are just regular kids. But when they discover a tree house in the woods, something magical 
happens. They are whisked back in time to the Age of Dinosaurs, a medieval castle, ancient pyramids, and treasure-seeking 
pirates. Every visit to the magic tree house leads to adventure!

The Magic School Bus Series 
Joanna Cole and Bruce Degen

The Magic School Bus award winning books from Scholastic have captivated both children and adults teaching all about science 
with clever storylines, extraordinary field trips and the one of a kind Ms. Frizzle. 

Rosie Revere Engineer 
Andrea Beaty 

Rosie may seem quiet during the day, but at night she's a brilliant inventor of gizmos & gadgets who dreams of becoming a great 
engineer. When her great-great-aunt Rose (Rosie the Riveter) comes for a visit and mentions her one unfinished goal--to fly--Rosie 
sets to work building a contraption to make her aunt's dream come true. 

Iggy Peck Architect 
Andrea Beaty

A #1 Bestseller, hilarious, irreverent book about doing your own thing, with irresistible rhymes and puckish illustrations that charm 
kids and amuse parents. 

Ada Twist Scientist 
Andrea Beaty

From the creators of Iggy Peck, Architect is another Bestseller about the power of curiosity in the hands of a child. A celebration 
of STEM, perseverance, and passion. 

I Dissent 
Debbie Levy

Get to know celebrated Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg—in the first picture book about her life—as she proves that 
disagreeing does not make you disagreeable!

Heroes for My Daughter & Heroes for my Son 
Brad Meltzer

The over 50 featured figures in each book represent the spectacular potential we all have to change the world. Includes photos, 
quotes, brief biographies, & vignettes that highlight the moment that made each person great. The diverse heroes included are 
women, men, historical, contemporary, athletes, actors, inventors, politicians, and so many more. 

Bearenstein Bears  
Jan, Mike & Stan Berenstain

This beloved series features a bear family & with over 50 years in publication, has tackled issues that confront bullying, messiness, 
poor sportsmanship, visiting the dentist, online safety, and childhood obesity, among countless others. 

What Do You Do with an Idea?  
Kobi Yamada 

A story of one brilliant idea and the child who helps to bring it into the world. As the child's confidence grows, so does the idea 
itself. And then, one day, something amazing happens. 

What Do You Do with a Problem? 
Kobi Yamada 

This is the story of a persistent problem and the child who isn't so sure what to make of it. The longer the problem is avoided, the 
bigger it seems to get. But when the child finally musters up the courage to face it, the problem turns out to be something quite 
different than it appeared.

Journey 
Aaron Becker

A 2014 Caldecott Honor winner that follows a girl on an elaborate flight of fancy in a wondrously illustrated, wordless picture 
book about self-determination — and unexpected friendship.

Quest 
Aaron Becker

Follow the characters from Journey on a new adventure featuring a king, a wild rescue and imaginative thinking - while new fans 
will be swept into a visually captivating story that is even richer and more exhilarating than the first.

Strong is the New Pretty 
Kate T. Parker 

Girls being fearless. Girls being silly. Girls being wild, stubborn, and proud. Girls whose faces are smeared with dirt and lit up with 
joy. So simple and yet so powerful, Strong Is the New Pretty celebrates, through more than 175 memorable photographs, the 
strength and spirit of girls being 100% themselves.

Harry Potter Series 
J K Rowling 

Imagine a school in a castle filled with moving staircases, a sport played on flying broomsticks, an evil wizard intent on 
domination, an ordinary boy who’s the hero of a whole world he doesn’t know. This is the story that comes to life in the 
marvelous, extremely popular and highly acclaimed Harry Potter series.
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All Ages: Alternative Gift Ideas 
Item Description

Name Bubbles Awesome, customizable labels for clothing, tupperware, or sippy cups etc. Perfect for a child at daycare or a child entering school! 
You can personalize them with items that the child likes (think truck or unicorn).

Sleeping Bags Pottery Barn Kids With tons of designs and fabrics, upgrade your child’s sleep over, camping or hang out time!

Pottery Barn Chairs From the toddler appropriate ‘Anywhere Chair’ to lounge chair options for older kids and teens that can be personalized with 
names or monograms, this makes for a great, functional gift that will be used for years.

Growth Tracker A 5-6 foot long ruler to display kids' growth makes for a memorable gift. Many cute, personalized options are available on Etsy and 
through other kids retailers.

Movie Gift Box Fill a movie themed box or bag with movie theater gift cards, popcorn, candy etc.

Kiwi Crate Kiwi Crate sends your child monthly crates with materials and inspiration to encourage creativity and curiosity. Projects cover a 
number of STEAM developmental areas. Options for 2-16 yrs.

Little Passports Introduce children to geography, science, world cultures, the arts and more with this monthly educational subscription for kids. 
Options for ages 3-9+.

Magazine Subscription Fun delivered monthly! Options to consider include the Highlights Suite - Hello (ages 0-2) High Five (2-6) Highlights (6-12) - and 
National Geographic Kids.

Restaurant Gift Card A gift card to a local family friendly restaurant or restaurant group (ex: Serenitee) is a gift for the whole family!

North Shore Music Theater A Professional theatre in Beverly offering Broadway quality musicals, concerts and Kids Shows presented in a 1500 seat 
signature theatre-in-the-round.

The Cabot Located in Beverly, the Cabot offers tons of family and kids friends events and shows.

Boston Children's Theater Workshops, summer programs & live performances by children in a non-profit theater in Boston.

Larcom Theater This 560-seat theatre in Beverly is known for amazing acoustics. Features live music, comedy, dance, & theatre.

Stone or Franklin Park Zoo Local zoos provide children with the opportunity to get up close and personal with their favorite animals!

New England Aquarium Located in Boston, in addition to the main aquarium building, attractions include the Simons IMAX Theatre and the New England 
Aquarium Whale Watch, which operates from April through November.

Wenham Museum Highlights include a House c.1690 with 3 centuries of architecture, furnishings & artifacts, a world-famous doll & toy collection, a 
model train room with 9 operating layouts of 12 trains in various gauges, a costume & textile gallery, kid’s interactive Family 
Discovery Gallery & rotating exhibit galleries that bring history & culture to life.

Boston Children’s Museum The second oldest children’s museum in the country offers hands-on exhibits that present a fun and engaging way for kids to learn 
about various sciences, culture, art and health and wellness, among other subjects. 

Peabody Essex Museum The oldest continuously operating museum in the US, top 8% of American art museums, and one of the nation’s fastest growing art 
museums the PEM includes 26,000 square feet of changing exhibition galleries and 55,000 square feet of galleries devoted to 
collection installations. Sure to provide something for everyone.

Museum of Science Features a revolving schedule of temporary exhibits, IMAX films, and Planetarium shows, plus details more than 700 interactive 
permanent exhibits, live presentations, and more.

Children’s Piazza Indoor playground & café in Beverly offering active, imaginative & creative play for kids, & organic, fair-trade coffee for grownups.

Sky Zone The original and premier indoor trampoline park. Enjoy trampoline dodgeball & dunking, foam pit, the warrior course and more.

Edaville Located in Carver, MA, Edaville USA is the home of Thomas Land, Dino Land and the Christmas Festival of Lights. Featuring over 90 
rides and attractions, there's fun for the whole family!

Disney on Ice Disney On Ice combines the incredible talents of world-class ice skaters and heartwarming Disney stories, lavish costumes, dazzling 
lighting and enchanting music to create an extraordinary show for families around the world.

Taste Buds Kitchen Located in Beverly, Taste Buds specializes in fresh and unique cooking events, providing culinary entertainment experiences for 
kids, families and adults by engaging and delighting budding chefs in the kitchen.
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